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1.- Justification

Look around you. Everything you see that is made by humans have one thing in common: they all 
started out as drawings and some of them as 3D drawings. One of the best ways to communicate 
one’s ideas is through some form of picture, drawing or prototype. 

The main purpose of this unit is to give an introduction to 3D design. Students will learn some new 
vocabulary related with tridimensional shapes. It’s an introduction unit so they don’t need to know 
technical drawing or perspective drawing previously.

Another purpose is to improve the communication skills in English, working both written and oral 
communication. Notably one last purpose , to sensitize students to the cultural reality of blind 
people

This unit belongs to the subjet named plastic, visual and audiovisual communication. Part of the 
content is in the official CV syllabus but most of the unit is part of the school curriculum.

2.- Context and students

This unit is designed to 1st ESO learners. The 80% of the students have passed the A1 level and 
some of them have passed the A2 level too. They began with CLIL learning in 3rd Primary. This is 
their 5th year of experience in CLIL. 

Students have demostrate their skills to understand original videos and produce simple texts and 
conversations. This unit is thinked to be the first unit of the course. Language activities have been 
designed to refresh the skills of learners. They will be able to learn new vocabulary and to use it to 
produce written texts. They will need to speak about their feelings using the language support 
document.

3.- Time needed

The unit is programmed to carry out all the activities in 8 sessions.  Each session lasts 50 or 55 
minutes and will be distributed as follows:

• 1st session: trigger activity
• 2nd to 4th session: drawing in 3D
• 5th to 7th session: produce writted and oral descriptions about the designs and feeiings
• 8th session: portfolio presentation
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4.- Aims of the unit

4.1.- Content objectives

1.- Students will be able to assess the importance of the sense of touch
2.- Students will be aware of the difficulties of a blind person
3.- Students will know about designing basic three-dimensional shapes with CAD 
software
4.- Students will be able to prepare drawing files for printing on a 3D printer

4.2.- Language objectives

1.- Students will learn vocabulary of two specific areas:
1.1.- specific vocabulary of 3D drawing . Especially the names of the basic 

geometries
1.2.- words related to sculpture and the sense of touch : relief , depth , 

width , height, slimness , etc.
2.- Students will create texts of two types:

2.1.- subjective texts that explain their feelings and emotions
2.2.- descriptive texts that explain their designs

5.- Learning outcomes

• Mathematics skills related to the proportion and scale will be developed
• Spatial vision will be developed
• Public speaking skills will be enhanced
• Cooperative work skills will be worked
• Writing and speaking will be strengthened in the second language
• The sense of touch will be developed
• The ability to empathize with people with disabilities will be strengthened

6.- Methodology

Overall, the unit gives the student the title role in their learning. The teacher directs the trigger 
activity, but in the remaining sessions only guides students through activities and doubts.he 
teacher's work will focus on providing a good feedback to the products generated in each session 
(texts, designs, diagrams…). 
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Throughout the unit, students work individually and in small and large groups. Each student will 
prepare its portfolio as the sessions progress . This portfolio will be the main element of the 
assessment.

The following table shows the timing, the title of the session, methodology and its description, and 
the final product of each of the sessions of the unit

7.- Materials
The contents of the unit has been developed entirely in Clilstore. The unit 4154 of clilstore contains 
the syllabus of the unit and links to all the necessary materials.

Inside this unit appears two videos about Esref Armagan. The first video is about his life and skills, 
the second video is an ad of Volvo S60 car. Some years ago, Armagan starred this interesting ad.

Timing Title session Metodology Description Final product

1st
Trigger activity:      
Aramagan,  the 
blind artist

Whole group 
together and 
work in pairs

The session begin with two videos about 
Esref Armagan. The whole group discuss 
about Armagan and blind people.
At the end the students working in pairs 
produce a written text

Written text

2nd     
to     

4th

Drawing in 3D: 
learning 
Tinkercad

Autonomous 
learning 
(individually)

Students work individually. The video tutorial 
of tinkercad promotes independent learning 
so that teacher will focus on doubts and 
struggling students

Designs in 3D 
and        

objects in 3D

5th Descriptions of 
designs

Work in 
threes

Students should compatir their reflections and 
agree a final text containing the most 
important ideas of all. The teacher manages 
the classroom without being the protagonist of 
learning

Written text

6th

Training the 
touch art contest: 
oral descriptions  
of 3D objects 
(blindfolded)

Work in 
threes

Students must apply their knowledge to 
explain to his colleagues the qualities of 
three-dimensional shapes

Completed 
rubrics by 
students

7th

Touch art 
contest: oral 
descriptions  of 
3D objects 
(blindfolded)

Whole group 
together and 
work in 
threes

Cooperative play reinforces learning and 
makes it significant. The group members are 
responsible for their own learning and that of 
the other members

Completed 
rubrics by 
teacher

8th Portfolio 
presentation Individual

Individually students complete their portfolio 
with a written text that reflects his feelings to 
take the place of a blind person. They relate 
the concepts learned with a different cultural 
background.

Written text 
and portfolio
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It also contains a third video that is a tutorial tinkercad . The students will use it to learn to draw in 
Tinkercad

The clilstore unit also includes a support language document witn vocabulary and some sentece 
structures. Another document provides the rules of the touch art contest.

The two rubrics used in the unit are also included, both the oral and the final valuation of the 
portfolio.

The url of the clilstore unit is: http://multidict.net/wordlink/?navsize=1&sl=en&url=http://multidict.net/
clilstore/page.php?id=4154

The teacher will be responsible for photocopied documents and rubrics needed . He should also 
bring the blanket for the touch art contest.

8.- Content/teaching activities
During the 8 sessions of the unit each student must complete 13 activities of different duration. The 
clilstore unit contains the statements of all the activities that students must perform. All activities 
have the scaffolding of the language support document, also included in the clilstore unit.

The sequence of activities is designed trying to integrate the 4Cs of CLIL learning. The table below 
shows collects the 8 sessions of the unit, the development of the 4Cs , the description of teaching 
and the activities to be performed by students.

Title 
session 4Cs Description Tasks

1st

Trigger 
activity:      
Aramagan,  
the blind 
artist

Culture and 
communication

• the photocopied material is 
distributed

• the whole group sees three 
videos and some ideas about the 
blind people are reflected 

• working in pairs students write a 
text that describes the 
techniques used by Eşref 
Armağan to know the objects

1. Participate in the 
introductory discussion

2. Write the text about 
Armagan in pairs
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2nd     
to     

4th

Drawing in 
3D: learning 
Tinkercad

Content

• the teacher shows and explains 
the nine paintings made by Esref 
Armagan

• each student re-view the tutorial 
video about tinkercad

• individually students draw in 3D 
their version about one of the 
paintings

• when the work is finished they  
save the design in .STL format 

• the teacher collects all the .STL 
files

• the files are printed in 3D by the 
teacher

3. Re-view the video tutorial 
about Tinkercad

4. Drawing a 3D version of 
an Armagan's painting 
using Tinkercad

5th Descriptions 
of designs Cognition

• the teacher organizes the 
students in threes

• using the support language 
document, inside the group, 
each student should to describe 
his design. They will speak about 
the shapes, technics and tools 
used

• at the end of the oral 
descriptions each group should 
to produce a written text. This 
texts will contain the most 
common shapes used in the 
designs, the main tecniques and 
tools learned using Tinkercad 
and their opinions about all the 
process

5. Describe the 3D design, 
speaking about shapes, 
technics and tools

6. Agree on a generic 
description of all designs 
inside the group

7. Writing the description 
using the specific 
vocabulary that appears 
in the support language 
document.

6th

Training the 
touch art 
contest: oral 
descriptions  
of 3D 
objects 
(blindfolded)

Communication 
and cognition

• the teacher will distribute printed 
3D drawings and will explain the 
most common errors and 
successes in the designs

• the teacher will form the threes
• each group will have three 3D 

objects, the rules and some 
copies of the rubric of the touch 
art contest

• each group will practise the 
contest (a blindfolded student 
touching a 3D object should to 
describe it, the other two 
students should to assess the 
description using the rubric) 

• they can use the support 
language document

8. Train the touch art contest

9. Assess the descriptions of 
another students with the 
rubric

10. Ensure that all members 
of the group can describe 
objects blindfolded

Title 
session 4Cs Description Tasks
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9.- Assessment
Each student will deliver a final portfolio which includes the main evidence of their learning. The 
portfolio will be assessed by a rubric with linguistic aspects (oral and written use of vocabulary and 
sentences structures studied) and technical aspects (3D drawing printed result and ability to 
describe it)
The portfolio must collect 6 evidences:

1. The text about Esref Armagan
2. The printed 3D drawing
3. The text describing the different designs
4. The rubrics completed by students in the training of the touch art contest
5. The rubric completed by the teacher in the touch art contest
6. The personal text about feelings when trying to describe an object blindfolded

The rubric contain 60 points distributed as follows:
5 points to the 1st evidence (language)
20 points to the 2nd evidence (content)
15 points to the 3rd evidence (language and content)
5 points to the 4th evidence (language and content)
10 points to the 5th evidence (language and content)
10 points to the 6th evidence (language)

7th

Touch art 
contest: oral 
descriptions  
of 3D 
objects 
(blindfolded)

Communication 
and cognition

• a representative will be chosen 
for each group by lot

• the representatives will take 
turns to play the touch art 
contest

• the representative will describe 
the object that is touching 
blindfolded

• the rest of the class must guess 
the object that is under the 
blanket. 

• the teacher will fill a rubric for 
each group 

11. Participate in the touch art 
contest

8th Portfolio 
presentation

Culture and 
cognition

• the students write a text about 
feelings when trying to describe 
an object blindfolded

• at the begining of the last 
session, students include their 
text  about feelings in the 
portfolio

• start the presentations 
individually, distributing class 
time equally

• the teacher assess each student 
with the final rubric

12. Write the text about 
feelings

13. Make a brief oral 
presentation of personal 
portfolio

Title 
session 4Cs Description Tasks
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Students will be able to use the rubric since the beginning of the unit, however the teacher will 
asses the work in the last session when students present their portfolios. It is intended that 
students use the rubric as learning material, indicators should be an excellent tutorial for students.

On the other hand , the rubric of touch art contest will be used both by students and by the teacher. 
Students will use it in the training session contest. The teacher will use it in the session of the 
competition and assess all students .

10.- Checklist

Factors to consider Yes/No Describe how this will be included in the lesson

Content – Learning outcomes Yes The 3D printed drawing

Communication (groups, pairs, 
peers, teacher-student etc.)

Yes Production of oral and written texts in pairs and in 
groups

Cognition (methodology, mental 
processes, multimodality)

Yes Autonomous learning , tutorials tracking , viewing 
patterns, production of new content

Cultural issues Yes The blinded people feelings

Language demands and 
language support (grammar, 
vocabulary, when, why and how, 
text structure, text organisation)

Yes New vocabulary and sentence structures. Dossier 
with examples

Materials selection (what to use, 
why and how)

Yes Videos that serve as a model of vocabulary, 
structure of texts , etc. 

Videos that teach personalized content 

Dossier with vocabulary and sentence structures 
for consultation

Teacher’s role (engaging 
students, providing input, 
providing support)

Yes The techer engage students in the 1st session, rom 
there provide support.

Student’s role (how is this lesson 
learner-centred?)

Yes The student decides the pace of learning . They 
will mark a time and he dedice design complexity

Thinking skills (factual Qs, why/
how Qs, hypothesis, synthesis, 
prediction. Does it support Higher 
Order Thinking?

Yes It starts imitating a tutorial, but practicing and 
performing hypothesis ends up creating a new 
design and new texts

Scaffolding  and variety of input/ 
text, audio, video etc. (support for 
input and/or output)

Yes The dossier vocabulary serves as support for input 
to understand the videos and software. The 
sentences structures are support for output to 
create new texts.
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